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Hakalau Chocolate Journal #4:
Jan-March 2017

It’s already been a year since I
started this journal, and we are
back at the time of year when
we are doing a little bit of
everything – harvesting,
fermenting, drying, and making
chocolate. Since January, we’ve
been harvesting pods nearly
every week, for a total of over
200 pods, most of which came
from just three trees.

One of our young trees that just started
producing this year

The last journal left us with dried cacao beans. Now let’s take those
and make nibs ready for the melanger! First step – roasting.

Roasting
We got our new
roaster! This was one
of the reasons we did
the Gofundme
campaign. It is an
adapted “Showtime
Pro Rotisserie,” which
tumbles the beans so
they roast evenly.

Here, Dan pours dried beans into the
roaster. We did batches of around 1
gallon at a time, judging the quality of
the beans and whether they could
benefit from lower and slower, or
hotter and faster roasting.
This is a big step up from roasting on
cookie sheets in the oven.

Since we are off-grid, the
roaster had to be specially
set up to not hog too much
power. Dan worked with
the manufacturer to
separate the two heating
elements onto separate
wires. That way we can
plug into two circuits and
balance our power use.

Mmmm, can you smell that chocolate? We roasted at around 300 degrees
until we heard popping, from 15-30 minutes.

Cracking
After the pods are roasted,
we run them through the
“Crankandstein” – a simple
hand-crank tool that breaks
up the roasted beans so we
can separate the bean from
the chaff (winnow). The chaff
is not only too tough to
enjoyably chew, it is also
more bitter than the bean,
and contains a lot of the
caffeine.
People (not me) do enjoy
making a tea from the chaff.

The roasted, cracked nibs ready for winnowing.

Winnowing
The winnowing is one of
the steps we haven’t
automated yet – we’ve
tried but found that the
hand-held method worked
just as well. Our current
set-up is pretty much as
pictured, a hair dryer
blowing into a bowl of the
cracked nibs as one hand
gently stirs. The chaff
blows out very nicely. We
do get covered in it –
probably all that natural
cocoa butter is great for
our hair!

Roasted, Cracked, and Winnowed

Our next steps are making liqueur, then into the melanger with sugar, and
finally tempering and forming molds. We’re getting there!

